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Abstract 

 Knee orthotic devices are widely proposed by physicians and medical practitioners for 
preventive or therapeutic objectives in relation with their effects, usually known as to 
stabilize joint or restrict ranges of motion. The objectives of this work are to characterize the 
performance of knee orthoses using a Finite Element Model of a braced human leg. The 
interface properties of the model are calibrated against experimental data measured by 
full-field measurements of 3D displacement over the surface of a patient’s leg. The results 
show that the mechanical action of knee braces is essentially limited by skin/fabric and 
skin/muscles sliding. Finally, the model leads to a better understanding of the knee/brace 
interaction, and of the role of the brace components on the stability of the injured knee. 
Thanks to this computational tool, novel brace designs can be tested and evaluated for an 
optimal mechanical efficiency of the devices.  

INTRODUCTION 
The knee is the largest joint in the body and is vulnerable to injury during sport activities and to degenerative conditions 
such as arthrosis. Knee orthotic devices are widely proposed by physicians and medical practitioners for preventive or 
therapeutic objectives in relation with their effects, usually known as to stabilize joint or restrict ranges of motion. 

Knee injuries are common and account in various sports for 15-50% of all sports injuries [1]. Annually, more than 1 
million emergency department visits and 1.9 million primary care outpatient visits are for acute knee pain in the United 
States [2]. Radiographic studies of US and European populations aged 45 years show rates of 14.1% for men and 
22.8% for women for osteoarthritis of the knee [3]. Knee braces are prescribed for various syndromes such as ligament 
tears or disruptions, patellofemoral syndrome, iliotibial band syndrome, gonarthrosis and knee laxities [4]. These 
pathologies involve pain and/or knee instability. These conditions are prevalent and are a huge burden on individuals 
and healthcare systems. 
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Clinicians have attempted to help patients through biomechanical devices such as knee orthoses or braces since the 
1970s [5]. Numerous action mechanisms have been proposed and investigated such as proprioceptive improvements [6, 
7, 8, 9, 10], strain decrease on ligaments [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], neuromuscular control enhancement [16, 17, 18, 19], joint 
stiffness increase [20] and corrective off-loading torque for unicompartimental knee osteoarthritis [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. 

Numerous studies aimed to justify the use of knee orthoses in medical practice. These studies were reviewed by [26, 
27, 28, 5, 29]. The following conclusions have been reported:  

1. Mechanical/physiological effects have been highlighted, but their level and mechanisms remain poorly known.  

2. Only a few high-level clinical studies exist, and the effectiveness of bracing versus no bracing on improving 
quality of life has not been conclusively demonstrated.  

Possible explanations of  having no perceptible effect on  are that mechanical action levels are too low, or that patients 
do not comply to the orthopedic treatment and do not wear enough the device due to comfort issues. 

As a consequence of these uncertainties, medical practitioners and industrials still lack a simple evaluation tool for 
knee orthoses. A french committee of experts highlighted this problem [30] and stated that orthoses must be evaluated 
by taking both the mechanism of action and the desired therapeutic effect into account. Mechanical actions of knee 
orthoses have been evaluated using experimental devices either on cadaveric knees [31] or on surrogate legs [32, 33, 34, 
20]. Nevertheless, the cadaveric knee method leads to unreliable results because of substantial scatter (anatomical and 
physiological variances); the surrogate method avoids knee variability but developed legs were poorly representative of 
a real human limb and/or tests were conducted on very specific braces and do not allow do understand bracing 
mechanisms in general. 

In order to answer these issues, an original Finite Element Model approach has been developed. This model was 
built in agreement and cooperation with medical practitioners and orthotic industrials, in a tentative of linking design 
problems, brace ability to prevent a given pathology and patient comfort. An important objective and the first step 
towards this approach was to feed and validate the model thanks to experimental data. As there are a huge variety of 
orthoses on the market, the focus was placed on mass-produced knee braces, in opposition to individualized orthotic 
devices. They are usually made of synthetic textiles and may incorporate bilateral hinges and bars, straps, silicone 
anti-slipping pads and patella hole. Different hinge systems exist in order to reproduce knee kinematics [5]. A typical 
design of an usual brace is depicted in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. They are prescribed either for 
prophylactic or functional purposes [27]. 

 
FIGURE 1: MASS-PRODUCED KNEE ORTHOSIS: USUAL COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MODEL. 
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METHODS 

Finite Element Model Of The Braced Knee 
The model was developed under Abaqus  v6.10-2. A first step was the development of a model with an undeformable 
leg. However, experimental observations (see Experimental Results) and medical practitioner advices lead us to think 
that mechanical phenomena related to skin sliding and soft tissue strain are important in evaluating orthotic devices. A 
deformable leg approach was then adopted. 

Geometry. 

3D geometry of the human leg was obtained from a whole body PET-CT scan available online. The lower body 
consisted of about 500 slices of thickness 2mm and resolution 500x500 pixels. A leg was cropped and segmented 
thanks to the software ImageJ [35]. Segmentation was performed by thresholding, resulting in 1 material identified as 
soft tissues. Bone areas corresponding to femur, patella, tibia and fibula were hollowed. This segmented geometry was 
then imported in Abaqus  and the upper leg was separated from the lower leg in order to get 2 separate parts, as seen in 
Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. This was done in order to avoid any internal knee stiffness and in a 
concern of modeling knee flexion without convergence problems due to the high deformation of elements in the center 
knee area. Patella was modelled as a separate shell part. Skin geometry was constructed by offsetting the external 
boundary of the soft tissue part, resulting in a separate shell part. Finally, the leg was scaled in order to reach the 
dimensions of a median French male leg (2006 French Measurement Campaign). Details of the leg geometry 
construction can be seen in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. 

 
FIGURE 2: DETAILS ON THE DEFORMABLE LEG GEOMETRY CREATION PROCESS. 
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Geometry of the orthosis was designed from determination of the mechanically important features of usual existing 
braces. The identified features, as depicted in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and Fig. Erreur ! Source 
du renvoi introuvable., are:  

- 3 metal bars on each side,  

- A hinge system between bars consisting of 2 hinges on each side with a blocking feature to prevent 
hyper-extension,  

- A polymeric textile with identified orientations transferring efforts from the joint to the metal bars,  

- Fitting straps made of a different textile.  

An assumption was made that the patella hole is not mechanically significant, hence the choice not to model it. The 
resulting brace model is reported in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. 

 
FIGURE 3: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE ORTHOSIS. 

Mesh And Materials. 

Soft tissues were meshed with 160 000 C3D10M elements [36] (modified quadratic tetrahedral elements). The material 
was defined as homogeneous, isotropic, quasi-incompressible and hyper-elastic. A Neo-Hookean strain energy 
function was used [37, 38, 39]. This function may be written:  

  (1) 

where  and  are the material parameters,  is the first deviatoric strain invariant,  the 
volume ratio,  the deformation gradient,  the deviatoric part of the deformation gradient and  the 
trace of a matrix. The constitutive properties represent the homogenized properties of muscles, fat, tendons and fascias. 
Value for  has already been identified for the leg [39] and was set to 8 kPa.  was set to  kPa in order to 
have a quasi-incompressible material (corresponding to a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45).  

Bones were modeled as rigid bodies by fixing the surface nodes.  
The skin was meshed with 11 000 S4R elements [36] (quadrilateral shell elements with reduced integration) of 

thickness 1 mm, as already modeled by [40, 41]. The material was defined as homogeneous, isotropic, 
quasi-incompressible and hyper-elastic. An Ogden strain energy function was used [40, 41]. This function may be 
written:  

  (2) 

where ,  and  are the constitutive parameters,  are the deviatoric principal stretches,  the 
principal stretches,  the volume ratio and  the deformation gradient. Values of  and  have been 
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identified by [41] on the forearm.  was set to 15 kPa,  to 35 kPa and  to 1 kPa. As identified by [41], a pre-stress 
of 4 kPa was applied in circumferential and longitudinal directions of the skin at the start of the analysis.  

Regarding the orthosis, the textile consisted of 30 000 S4R elements and each strap of 1600 S4R elements. The bars 
were modeled as rigid bodies, considering the fact that they are usually made of 2 mm thick aluminum. Mechanical 
behavior of fabrics has already successfully been modeled using shell elements [42, 43]. The material was defined as 
homogeneous, orthotropic and linear elastic. Due to difficulties of measuring the thickness of fabrics and computing the 
cross-sectional area, lineic tensions (unit of ) were used instead of stresses. The constitutive equation, written in 
vectorial form, is then:  

  (3) 

where  are tensions,  are strains and S the compliance matrix, which may be written with lineic engineering 
constants:  

  (4) 

where  are lineic elastic moduli,  are Poisson’s ratios and  are lineic shear moduli. Considering the orthosis as 
a cylinder, directions 1, 2 and 3 are longitudinal, circumferential and radial directions respectively. ,  and  
were obtained from unidirectional tension tests on an Instron machine at speeds of 50 mm/min on 40 20 mm textile 
samples from a commercially available orthosis seen in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable..  was 
obtained from off-axis tension tests using the method detailed in [44]. The linear elasticity assumption was judged 
reasonable from tension tests for strains 50%. Remaining constants were arbitrarily set as: ,  
and . The bending stiffness of the fabric was adjusted by modifying the shell thickness  in Abaqus
, since in plate theory, the bending moments ,  and  are linked to the plate curvatures ,  and  as 
follow:  

  (5) 

where D is the bending stiffness matrix of the plate:  

  (6) 

So in this case, the thickness  was not considered as a geometrical parameter but rather a mechanical parameter to set 
the textile bending stiffness. Textile bending stiffnesses  and  were measured using a KES-F device 
(Kawabata Evaluation System for Fabrics) [45]. The averaged bending stiffness  was calculated as the geometric 
mean of  and  [46]. The corresponding thickness  was then evaluated from Eqn. 6. This methodology was 
validated by modeling the bending and tension tests in Abaqus  with measured properties and verifying the global 
response of a plate. All these properties are listed in Tab. 1.  
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Table 1: EFFECTIVE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ORTHOSIS FABRICS. 

 

Boundary Conditions And Modeling techniques. 

Undeformable bars of the orthosis were connected using hinge connectors [36] with a blocking feature, allowing them 
to pivot with the joint but not in the other way. A basic Coulomb friction model was used for the orthosis/skin and 
skin/soft tissues contacts in which contact pressure is linearly related to the equivalent shear stress with a constant 
friction coefficient . Values of  for different fabrics/skin systems are available in the literature, averaging 0.7 
for Spenco  [47], or ranging from 0.3 (Teflon ) to 0.43 (cotton and polyester) [48]. A value of 0.3 was chosen but this 
is subject to caution, as the authors of such studies report that many parameters influence the friction such as skin 
humidity, applied force, and the place where it is measured. Concerning the skin/soft tissues contact, no data was found 
in the literature for friction coefficient measurements. This parameter  was assumed to be 0.2. Influence of this 
parameter will be discussed in the FEM results section. Skin was attached to soft tissues at the top and bottom of the leg. 
No contact was defined between the upper and lower parts of the leg. 

A quasi-static analysis was performed using the Explicit solver [36], consisting in three steps:  

Step 1: a displacement field was applied to the undeformed orthosis to enlarge the brace and make it fit at the right 
place around the joint.  

Step 2: contact were activated, previously applied displacements were released in order to let the brace compress 
the leg and reach the mechanical equilibrium.  

Step 3: a joint kinematic was imposed, in this case a simple 90° flexion.  

To reproduce knee flexion kinematics, the femur was fixed whereas a physiological displacement of the tibia/fibula was 
enforced [49] (rotation with slight displacement of the center of rotation). Displacement of the patella was also enforced 
in agreement with its real kinematics during a flexion [49]. The behavior of the orthosis at different steps of the analysis 
is depicted in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable..  

Output fields. 

In a concern of comparing results from the model to experimentally measurable fields, displacements fields of the skin 
and the orthosis were output. Logarithmic strains and stresses were also output, as well as contact pressures. 
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FIGURE 4: MAXIMUM LOGARITHMIC DEFORMATION AT DIFFERENT STEPS OF THE ANALYSIS. 

Experimental Methods 
Experiments were conducted on an isokinetic device (Con-Trex®) reproducing the physiological movement, with a 
reasonable reproducibility (Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.). Two positions were specially investigated: 
neutral position (straight leg) and bent leg after a 90° flexion. Attention has been paid on different situations:  

- Skin slipping without wearing an orthosis,  

- Combined skin and orthosis slipping.  

Experimental system is a fringe projection technique coupled with frequency-based analysis of speckle images 
(Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.). The system has been already described in [50]: basic features are the 
simultaneous measurement of the  displacement and  shape vectors, with a resolution of few 
hundredth of pixels, and a spatial resolution of respectively 8 and 1 pixels. Region of interest is an  mm  on the 
upper part of the thigh. 
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FIGURE 5: ISOKINETIC DEVICE (a) AND OPTICAL SYSTEM (b). 

Results And Discussion 

FEM Results 
The complete FE analysis completed in about 4 hours on 8 CPUs at 2.4 Ghz. All given strains are in-plane logarithmic 
strains. The brace textile underwent circumferential strains between 5 and 25% after the fitting step (before flexion) 
because the diameter of the orthosis was smaller than the diameter of the leg. After the flexion step, circumferential 
strains remained sensibly the same, whereas the textile deformed longitudinally up to 30% on the patella area due to the 
increasing surface in the front part of the leg. These high strains correspond to lineic stresses of 150 N.m . Creases 
were observed behind the joint (popliteal area), revealing the realistic behavior of the textile modeling (Fig. Erreur ! 
Source du renvoi introuvable.). These creases are usually observed on real braces during a flexion. The typical leg 
diameter discontinuity due to soft tissue compressions observable on real braces at the brace/leg interfaces was also 
observed in FE results. Skin strains peaked at the patella area after the flexion: longitudinal strains were 25% in this 
region. Contact pressures averaged 2.1 kPa at the surface of the skin under the brace. Such values correspond to 
pressures applied by a class II compression stocking (2.0 - 2.7 kPa). Local maximum values of 30 kPa were found in the 
popliteal area due to creases. Patients wearing braces often complain of discomfort in this area. Values of 10 kPa were 
observed in the patella area as well as at the front of the tibia, where the bone lies just under the skin. It is very difficult 
to compare these values with pain pressure threshold values from the literature because existing studies lack 
consistency and questionable measurement methods [51].Brace pressure was transmitted to soft tissues: observation of 
hydrostatic pressure inside the leg showed that areas where leg curvature radius was low exhibited the higher pressures 
[39]. For instance, pressures of 5, 8 and 7 kPa were respectively observed on the sides of the thigh, the patella area and 
the calf. 
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FIGURE 6: AREA OF INTEREST ON THE LEG (a), DISPLACEMENT FIELDS ALONG THIGH AXIS 
BETWEEN STRAIGHT AND BENT LEG - FROM FE MODEL (b) - FROM OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS (c). 

In order to compare numerical results with experiments, an area of interest was identified on the leg (Fig. Erreur ! 
Source du renvoi introuvable.). Two major slipping phenomena were observed during the flexion (Fig. Erreur ! 
Source du renvoi introuvable.):  

- The skin slipped on soft tissues with a maximum magnitude of 4 mm in the area of interest. This may be due to 
the lower leg pulling the skin during flexion, like a belt pulley, and/or because of the orthosis adhering and 
dragging the skin below.  

- The orthosis slipped on the skin with a maximum magnitude of 7 mm in the area of interest, which gives a total 
displacement of 1.1 cm. This is also due to the flexion movement and the belt pulley effect.  

Magnitudes of displacements of the skin and brace were governed by friction coefficients of the soft tissues/skin and 
skin/textile interfaces respectively (  and ). Changing these parameters sensibly affected strains, slipping 
magnitudes and mechanisms, as described in Tab. 2. 
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Table 2: DESCRIPTION OF SLIPPING AND DEFORMATION MECHANISMS OF THE SKIN 
AND ORTHOSIS FOR DIFFERENT FRICTION COEFFICIENTS. 

 

These different mechanisms might affect brace performance and comfort, because they interfere with the direct 
stiffness transfer from rigid elements of the orthosis to the joint. They also affect comfort because a slipping brace will 
irritate the patient’s skin and will tend to move on the leg, leading to a misplaced hinge system. 

Experimental Results 
Experiments successfully showed the existing displacement discontinuity between the orthosis and the skin in the area 
of interest, as observed in Fig. Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. The skin displacement was 4.4 cm whereas 
the orthosis slipped on the skin with a maximum magnitude of 1 cm, which gives a total displacement of 5.4 cm. In this 
case, it cannot be stated that skin displacement is only due to skin slipping, because the subject may have moved his 
pelvis during the flexion, leading to a global advancing displacement. What is more, the quadriceps muscle is attached 
to the patella and is dragged towards the joint during the flexion. This behavior was not modeled in the FE model. These 
two phenomena were not modeled in the FE model, which can explain the difference of global displacement magnitude. 
Nevertheless, the brace slipping magnitude is very close to what was obtained numerically. Experiments without 
orthosis showed a lower displacement magnitude of the skin of about 1.5 cm in the area of interest. This result confirms 
the dragging effect of the orthosis: stiffening the joint area, the orthosis prevents skin deformation in this area, which 
leads to higher deformation and/or slipping in other areas. 

Conclusion 
An adaptable FE model was successfully developed and tested under Abaqus . Features and modeling techniques of 
this model proved to be relevant from experimental results. Fabric exhibited realistic behavior, creases were observed 
during a joint flexion. Leg behavior and leg/brace interactions were judged realistic; comparing numerical results with 
optical full-field measurements of interface displacements partially validated the slipping behavior of the orthosis on 
the skin. Adjustable friction properties of the numerical model allowed us to identify different slipping mechanisms, 
which may be a critical aspect in evaluating the performance and comfort of an orthosis. 

Future Work 
The FE model will be used to perform a parametric study on key design parameters, in order to identify mechanically 
influent characteristics on both performance and comfort of knee braces. The results may contribute to the design of an 
optimized orthosis. 
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